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Introduction:  Spectroscopy of transiting exoplan-

ets is the premier method that allows in-depth charac-
terization of  broadly Earth-sized planets with current 
and near-future facilities. With the launch of the Trans-
Transiting Exoplanet Sky Survey (TESS) satellite [1] 
late this year, the number of known small transiting 
exoplanets orbiting nearby bright stars – ideal for spec-
troscopic follow-up – will increase dramatically. TESS 
is also expected to discover super-earth exoplanets in 
the habitable zones of nearby M-type (red dwarf) stars, 
where the favorable planet-to-star radius ratio will re-
sult in relatively deep transits of these exciting worlds.  

The emerging sample of habitable zone transiting 
super-earths will provide a unique opportunity to ob-
servationally characterize these fascinating but poorly 
understood planets and to assess their habitability and 
their potential as targets for biosignature searches. 

The ACCESS Survey: We will introduce here the 
ACCESS survey and describe its potential for TESS 
follow-up of habitable zone transiting super-earth ex-
oplanets. ACCESS is a multi-insitutional survey that 
utilizes the IMACS multi-object mask spectrograph on 
the 6.5m Magellan telescope to obtain broad optical 
spectra for transiting exoplanets. With 40 observed 
transists (and 12 more scheduled for 2017A) our sur-
vey is already the largest transiting exoplanet spectros-
copy survey. Using a sophisticated data reduction and 
analysis pipeline we have demonstrated that we can 
robustly reach and exceed the precision of the Hubble 
Space Telescope STIS instrument [e.g., 2], while ac-
cessing a sample of exoplanets that is larger than those 
that HST can study. Specifically, due to the larger ap-
erture of the Magellan Telescope (6.5m diameter) we 
can study planets with host stars too faint for the Hub-
ble Space Telescope (2.4m diameter); and through out 
multi-institutional access to Magellan we are able to 
target a much larger sample of exoplanets than feasible 
with the Hubble Space Telescope. Here we will briefly 
review the status and latest results from the ACCESS 
survey, including observations of both hot jupiters, 
neptunes, and super-earths.  Our exceptionally high-
quality optical spectral library allows us to probe the 
presence of alkali lines and molecular absorption bands 
in the planets’ atmospheres, the presence of scatterers 
and haze/cloud particles, and to study the host stars at 
unprecedented details.    

ACCESSing TESS Planets: We will also describe 
how ACCESS observations will be extended to pro-
vide follow-up studies for the most exciting habitable 
zone planets discovered by TESS and will discuss the 
types of constraints ACCESS observations alone and 
in combination with HST or JWST near-infrared spec-
tra can place on the planets’ properties and their habit-
ability. We will describe TESS/ACCESS target selec-
tion and the expected data quality as a function of host 
star brightness and transit depth.  

Northern Targets: We will expand the ACCESS 
survey to the northern hemisphere using the upcoming 
Binospec instrument on the 6.5m MMT telescope. This 
instrument provides similar capabilities but with higher 
throughout than the Magellan/IMACS combination. 
Depending on the dates of the first observations we 
may be able to share preliminary results from this ca-
pable new instrument. With MMT/Binospec we will be 
able to follow-up the exciting northern TESS targets.  

By combining the southern spectral library from 
Magellan/IMACS and the northern data from 
MMT/Binospec we will be able to assemble the most 
comprehensive spectral library of habitable zone ex-
oplanets and explore the habitability of the potentially 
rocky targets and characterize their atmospheres. Our 
observations will also pave the way to follow-up 
JWST spectroscopy and future exoplanet spectroscopy 
with dedicated space missions. 

Earths in Other Solar Systems (EOS): The 
ACCESS survey is part of the NASA Nexus for Ex-
oplanet System Science (NExSS) program’s Project 
EOS, which explores the formation of habitable zone 
earth-like planets. We will also summarize how infor-
mation on the properties of ACCESS-characterized 
exoplanets furthers planet formation models and how 
the understanding of planet formation informs the in-
terpretation of the observations of individual exoplan-
ets.  
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